The large sample bounds on the principal strata effect with application to a prostate cancer prevention trial.
Issues of post-randomization selection bias and truncation-by-death can arise in randomized clinical trials; for example, in a cancer prevention trial, an outcome such as cancer severity is undefined for individuals who do not develop cancer. Restricting analysis to a subpopulation selected after randomization can give rise to biased outcome comparisons. One approach to deal with such issues is to consider the principal strata effect (PSE, or equally, the survivor average causal effect). PSE is defined as the effect of treatment on the outcome among the subpopulation that would have been selected under either treatment arm. Unfortunately, the PSE cannot generally be estimated without the identifying assumptions; however, the bounds can be derived using a deterministic causal model. In this paper, we propose a number of assumptions for deriving the bounds with narrow width. The assumptions and bounds, which differ from those introduced by Zhang and Rubin (2003), are illustrated using data from a randomized prostate cancer prevention trial.